Interpretation of the causes of instability of flash visual evoked potentials in intraoperative monitoring and proposal of a recording method for reliable functional monitoring of visual evoked potentials using a light-emitting device
FIg. 5. The upper graphs show correlations between the peak latency during the light emission time and each peak latency. The left 3 graphs are data for the off response, and the right 3 graphs are data for the on response. The off response was analyzed by Mann-Whitney tests relative to 800 msec. The on response was analyzed by Mann-Whitney tests relative to 200 msec. The lower graphs show correlations between the peak latency and the emission quantity. The off response was analyzed by Wilcoxon signed-rank test relative to 50%. The on response was analyzed by Wilcoxon signed-rank test relative to 100%. ms = msec. *p < 0.0083. **p < 0.025.
